Introduction to an Index
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Chitra Ganesh + Mariam Ghani have collaborated since 2004 on the project Index of the
Disappeared, which is both a physical archive of post-9/11 disappearances and a mobile
platform for public dialogue.
As an archive, Index of the Disappeared foregrounds the difficult histories of immigrant,
‘Other’ and dissenting communities in the U.S. since 9/11. Through official documents,
secondary literature, and personal narratives, the Index archive traces the ways in which
censorship and data blackouts are part of a discursive shift to secrecy that allows for
disappearances, deportations, renditions and detentions on an unprecedented scale. The
Index builds up its collection by collaborating with others actively engaged in political
and legal challenges to the policies we track, and draws on radical archival, legal and
activist traditions to select, group, and arrange information.
As a platform, the Index presents discussions on ideas and issues related to the materials
it archives, and draws upon materials in the archive to create text-based, site-specific
works installed in a range of physical and virtual spaces, including galleries, museums,
universities, community centers, libraries, conferences, publications, windows, the street,
the web, and the mail. These visual forms of public dialogue are designed to confront
audiences with the human costs of public policies, challenging them to re-consider the
abstractions of political debate in specific, individual terms.
An index can be a trace, a signpost, an indicator or a measurement. Our Index begins in
the gaps where language ends; that is, in the records of absence and absence of records
where official language fails and new languages must be developed in its place. The
Index in its most material form, the archive, preserves and presents the traces of
redactions and erasures in the official record, alongside the words of the original actors
and witnesses of the histories it explores. For the Index, the gaps in those records are not
flaws in the archive, but rather the key to its organization. We configure the bits of
information remaining in the public domain in order to make visible the missing links,
the submerged body of secret information below the simple surface. Presenting the Index
archive as an artwork-in-progress, constantly readapted to the specific sites in which it is
installed, encourages visitors to approach it not as researchers seeking facts but rather
with the critical awareness that the ‘facts’ they encounter are in flux, defined and
redefined in relationship to time, to their context and to each other.
At the same time, the Index archive’s steadily increasing mass is a visceral measure of
the slow and steady creep of the troubling policies it chronicles, through every echelon of
our society and every facet of our culture. In our own research with these materials, we
have tried to probe the texts for productive breaks and slippages, moments where
language escapes from official to unofficial registers, from public to private domains,
from political to poetic testimony. These moments become the extracts and fragments of
the Index, literal signs and visible trails that we circulate in the wider world.

For the Review, we have presented a chronology of the project through extracts from, reframings of and comments on documents that represent both productive ruptures in and
particular phases of our research – on special interest detention and special registration;
on the laws and legal terms that enable and double disappearances in the detention
system; on national security letters, libraries and domestic surveillance; on detainee abuse
and deaths in custody; on the individual narratives pieced together from the stray details
of tribunal transcripts, interrogation logs, testimony and trial exhibits; on legal
(re)definitions of torture and military codes of conduct; and on the migration of
“enhanced” interrogation techniques from the psychological experiments of the SERE
program to GTMO to Iraq and finally to Afghanistan, where they continue to be practiced
today.

Source notes:
Pages 1-2: This was the first document released, after several months of total information
blackout, about the 766 men known as the “special interest detainees” – men who were
picked up by the INS (now ICE) on immigration violations shortly after 9/11/01, then
classified as being of “special interest” in relation to the events of 9/11, and remanded to
the custody of the FBI and DOJ. Everything on the list is redacted except the arrest dates
and the nationalities of those arrested.
Pages 3-4: A blank “form” National Security Letter (NSL) and a redacted list of all the
NSLs served between 2001 and 2005. Both documents were released under FOIA as part
of the ACLU’s lawsuit on behalf of four Connecticut librarians who refused to release
patron records in response to NSL requests.
Page 5: The redacted page is from the CIA Inspector General report of 2004 (declassified
though still very redacted in 2009) about the use of authorized and unauthorized
“enhanced” interrogation techniques in CIA detention and interrogation operations. The
prisoner classification chart is from Army Field Manual 19-4: Military Police Battlefield
& POW Operations. The prison schematic is from a military Powerpoint presentation.
Page 6: Testimony and exhibits from a combatant status review tribunal (CSRT) held at
GTMO for an Afghan prisoner named Muhebullah.
Page 7: The sample medical intake form is from US Army Special Text 4-02-46, Medical
Support to Detainee Operations. Text extracted from the 83-page log detailing the
interrogations of and “softening techniques” applied to Mohamed al-Qahtani at
Guantanamo Bay (GTMO) between 11/23/02 and 11/01/03. The log was declassified in
2009 and its level of detail was cited by Physicians for Human Rights in their 2010 report
as compelling evidence of human experimentation at GTMO.
Page 8: Watercolor portrait of Omar Khadr by Chitra Ganesh. Letter and translation of
letter from the exhibits in Khadr’s CSRT transcript.

Page 9: Suicide note written by and documents related to the suicide of Hassiba
Belbachir, who died in immigration detention. Among other things, her note asks, “What
is the difference between prison and the tomb? In both places it is cold, dark and closed.”
Page 10: Watercolor portrait of Affia Siddiqui by Chitra Ganesh. Text from a psychiatric
evaluation submitted as an exhibit for the prosecution in her 2010 trial.
Page 11: Text and illustration from Code of the US Fighting Force (Army Pamphlet 360512).
Page 12: Illustration from Code of the US Fighting Force (Army Pamphlet 360-512).
Document is an invoice from Jeppesen Dataplan (a Boeing subsidiary) for charges related
to a rendition flight through Stockholm-Bromna airport, obtained via the unsuccessful
ACLU lawsuit on behalf of rendition victims, Bashmilah et al. v. Jeppesen.
Pages 13-14: Extracts from the CIA Inspector General’s report cited above.
Pages 15-16: Photograph by Mariam Ghani (Kabul, 2010). Text superimposed on the
barbed wire is taken from first-hand accounts of experiences in secret prisons in
Afghanistan, in particular the “prison of darkness” thought to be located somewhere
underneath the grounds of Bagram Air Base.
Texts not linked to a specific source were either composed by the artists, derived from
proverbs, or abstracted from fragments of other portions of the same / similar / related
documents in the Index archive.

